Methods to build function approximators from example data have gained considerable interest in the past. Especially methodologies that build models that allow an interpretation have attracted attention. Most existing algorithms, however, are either complicated to use or infeasible for high-dimensional problems. This article presents an ecient and easy to use algorithm to construct fuzzy graphs from example data. The resulting fuzzy graphs are based on locally independent fuzzy rules that operate solely on selected, important attributes. This enables the application of these fuzzy graphs also to problems in high dimensional spaces. Using illustrative examples and a real world data set it is demonstrated how the resulting fuzzy graphs oer quick insights into the structure of the example data, that is, the underlying model. The underlying algorithm is demonstrated using several Java applets, which can be found under ÔElectronic annexesÕ on www.elsevier.com/locate/ida. Ó
Introduction
Building function approximators from training examples that allow an additional``look inside'' has gained importance with the growing interest in real world applications. One important area of interest is the generation of models from observations of complex systems, where no experts are available to describe the underlying behaviour. Problems that arise in these and other scenarios are large amounts of data and noisy measurements, as well as the need for an interpretation of the resulting model. Several methods to attack this problem have been proposed in the ®eld of intelligent data analysis, [11] shows an interesting snapshot.
Neural network based methods have proven to show good performance but most methods lack a way to interpret the resulting model. Methods to extract rules from neural networks are usually time-consuming and hard to apply (see for example Ref. [12, 21, 22] or for a method that extracts fuzzy rules [23] ). Extracting rules directly from the data is usually complicated, especially in the www.elsevier.com/locate/ida Intelligent Data Analysis 3 (1999) 37±53 case of noisy data examples, due to the crisp nature of the underlying rules [17, 25] . Decision trees oer an alternative, but are usually harder to understand [5, 15, 16] .
Directly learning fuzzy rule bases oers an interesting alternative. Algorithms that adjust an apriori de®ned rule set have been proposed before, but the structure of the rule base has to be de®ned by an expert (one example can be found in Ref. [20] ). Automatically ®nding fuzzy rules is therefore of interest, but most known systems produce a large rule base, because they construct a global grid that partitions the entire input space. The method proposed in Ref. [24] for example requires an a-priori known number of membership functions for the input variables. The feature space is divided into equally spaced tiles, according to the user de®ned range and number of partitions for each attribute and the output variable. This results in a prede®ned grid of rules and the training algorithm simply assigns the output value of the closest pattern in the training data to each rule. This leads to problems as soon as the approximated function shows extrema that do not ®t onto that grid. In contrast the method proposed in Ref. [8] intends to solve this problem by inserting new membership functions on the input or output variables at the point of maximum error. This process has to be stopped either using a maximum number of membership functions or a minimum error boundary. Focusing on points of maximum error results, however, in a preference to model outliers.
Several other systems were proposed that ®ne tune a prede®ned set of rules (for example see Ref. [13] ). Also tree based approaches for fuzzy rules have been proposed [6] . In most cases, however, it is desired to place rules only in regions of interest. In Ref. [7] several of these methods were compared against each other, where the main result was the inability of these approaches to deal with high-dimensional feature spaces.
Zadeh [26] points out that using a non grid oriented set of rules leads to a relatively small number of fuzzy rules to characterise a complex relationship between two or more variables. An approach that tries to ®nd individual fuzzy hyper-boxes via a growth process was proposed in Refs. [18, 19] but the generation of the rule set depends heavily on the order of training examples which has to be controlled carefully to achieve satisfactory performance. An additional advantage of using models based on fuzzy logic is there ability to handle missing values, see Ref. [3] for details.
In this paper a constructive approach is presented that addresses the problem of deriving a fuzzy rule base directly from observations. The resulting rule set consists of locally independent, rectangular areas in the input space supporting trapezoidal membership functions. The combined set of soft rules or fuzzy points allows a representation in the form of a fuzzy graph. The algorithm [2] is derived from a constructive neural network training method [1] and builds this rule set from scratch requiring only a few presentations of the training patterns. In addition to crisp targets also soft numbers can be used to specify the desired output behaviour.
Fuzzy graphs
Zadeh illustrates fuzzy graphs in Ref. [27] as follows:``The primary function of a fuzzy graph is to serve as a representation of an imprecisely de®ned dependency''. Through the concept of fuzzy graphs approximate representations of functions, contours, and sets can be derived (Fig. 1 , see Ref. [27] for more details).
In the following we will concentrate on fuzzy graphs for the approximate representation of functions, to approximate one output variable y depending on n input variables x i 1 T l T n. The typical fuzzy graphs build upon fuzzy points of the type If x 1 is e 1 and F F F x n is e n then y is fY where some of the input membership functions A i can be constant, that is, l ei 1. Thus dierent fuzzy points may only depend on an individual set of input variables. Simplifying this equation, using A A 1 ÂF F FÂA n (ÔÂ' denotes the Cartesian product), leads to If x is e then y is f which can also be expressed as a fuzzy constraint on a joint variable (x,y), that is,
The membership function of A´B is given using as a conjunction operator which is usually de®ned as the minimum l eÂf xY y l e x l f y minfl e xY l f yg or, more precisely
Zadeh [26] uses the term fuzzy point to denote A´B. A collection of such rules can now be regarded as forming a superposition of m fuzzy points
where Ô+Õ denotes the disjunction operator (usually de®ned as maximum). Such a collection of rules forms a fuzzy graph, oering a coarse representation of a functional dependency f Ã of y on x. This fuzzy graph f Ã can thus be de®ned as
Note that individual rules do not depend on a common set of membership functions on the input variables. Instead each fuzzy point is described through an individual set of membership functions A j . This makes fuzzy graphs a very compact description, especially compared to the approaches that use a``global grid'', de®ned through only one set of membership functions for each input variable (see for example Refs. [8, 24] ). The task of interpolation, that is, deriving a linguistic value B for y given an arbitrary linguistic value A for x and a fuzzy graph f Ã :
results in an intersection of the fuzzy graph f Ã with a cylindrical extension of the input fuzzy set A. Fig. 2 shows an example.
This functional dependency can be computed through
In the following a new algorithm that automatically constructs this kind of fuzzy graph from example data is explained.
Automatic construction of fuzzy graphs
The algorithm presented here constructs a fuzzy graph based on example data points (x,y). In addition the user speci®es the granularization of the dependent variable; that is, the number and shape of the membership functions for the output variable have to be determined manually. In most applications this is no disadvantage, because it enables the user to de®ne foci of attention or areas of interest where a ®ner granularization is desired. Thus c fuzzy sets are de®ned through membership functions l o k (ÔoÕ for``output'') for each output region k, with 1 T k T .
Trapezoidal fuzzy graphs
The resulting fuzzy graph consists of a set of fuzzy points or fuzzy rules In addition, we assume trapezoidal one-dimensional membership functions:
that is, each one-dimensional membership function is described through four parameters a,b,c,d and the corresponding fuzzy point can be written as follows
The open interval Y d thus describes the support area, whereas Y indicates its core.
In n dimensions a fuzzy point R belonging to region k is now expressed as:
The algorithm presented in this section automatically constructs a fuzzy graph based on a set of examples. The partitioning of the input variables is determined automatically from the examples. The used algorithm is derived from a constructive neural network training algorithm [1] . In this paper a modi®ed version of that algorithm, based on [9] , is used to automatically ®nd a set of soft rules that describe the training data. Fig. 3 shows an example of a fuzzy graph constructed by the proposed algorithm. The output variable Y is already partitioned into 6 regions (or classes) with user de®ned membership functions. The fuzzy graph consists of fuzzy points with individual membership functions for the input variable X which are determined during training.
Using soft targets
Construction of the fuzzy graph requires input patterns with a corresponding output. The output value (or target) can be de®ned as a soft value, using an individual membership function l T . For practical applications these soft targets can originate from measurements, for example sensor values with a certain accuracy. (Training patterns with sharp targets can be provided using a singleton as the corresponding output membership function.) From this soft target membership l T values l k for each output region k are computed, using the pre-de®ned membership functions l o k . Fig. 4 shows an example for the used fuzzi®cation. The membership values for all regions of the underlying fuzzy graph are computed using a fuzzy and-operator (min) between the target and the set of output membership functions. Training is then performed using these target membership values. This leads to training patterns consisting of an input vector x x 1 Y F F F Y x n with the corresponding target l l 1 Y F F F Y l 0 T l i T 1, where c denotes the number of output regions.
The algorithm presented in this paper makes sure that each training pattern is covered by a fuzzy point of the region with the highest membership value and that fuzzy points of regions with membership values 0 do not cover the pattern. This enables the fuzzy graph to tolerate moderately noisy patterns or small oscillations along boundaries, as will be demonstrated later. For the example target l T shown in Fig. 4 a fuzzy point of region C will cover the observed training pattern. Existing points belonging to B, D, and E are allowed to cover and points of A will be shrunk to avoid coverage, because l g b l f Y l h Y l i b 0 and l e 0.
The algorithm
The training algorithm is based on three steps that introduce new fuzzy points when necessary and adjust the core-and support-regions of existing ones 2 : · covered: if a new training pattern lies inside the support-region of an already existing fuzzy point belonging to the output region with the maximum l k , the core-region of this fuzzy point is extended to cover the new pattern, which is-even in high-dimensional space-an easy task. Applet 1 (which can be found under ÔElectronic annexesÕ on www.elsevier.com/locate/ida) demonstrates this. This procedure can be implemented through:
if a new pattern is not covered, a new fuzzy point corresponding to the region with maximum l k will be introduced. Its core-region is initialized using the new training instance with a non-existing support-region; that is, this fuzzy point covers the entire input space. Applet 1 illustrates this as well. · Shrink: if a new pattern is incorrectly covered by an already existing fuzzy point of an incorrect region (l l 0), this fuzzy point's support-area will be reduced (e.g. shrunk) so that the con¯ict is solved. Applet 2 (which can be found under ÔElectronic annexesÕ on www.elsevier.com/locate/ ida) demonstrates this procedure.
Here the implementation is not as easy because reducing a rectangle (i.e. the support-region of the fuzzy point) in an n-dimensional space in a way to avoid overlap with a previously covered point has n possible alternatives (it is obvious that reducing the rectangles size along solely one dimension is enough to move the con¯icting point outside of the resulting area). Using two heuristics is sucient to reach satisfactory results in most cases: · large fuzzy points: to avoid an unnecessary big shrink of a fuzzy point, its volume has to stay as large as possible. The volume of a fuzzy point is computed from its support: rule P i1FFFn d i À i . Finding the dimension, along which to shrink results in the fuzzy point with the maximum remaining volume (or the minimum loss in volume), can be computed through
· balanced fuzzy points: to avoid long, thin fuzzy points, a dimension can only be shrunk below a certain threshold e when all other possible shrinks would result in a dimension below e as well. This procedure can be implemented through:
The entire procedure for training of one complete epoch looks as follows:
// reset weights and cores:
(1) FORALL fuzzy points (1) . In addition the core region is erased, because the cores might shrink in subsequent epochs. Next all training patterns are presented (2) . If the new pattern is already covered by a fuzzy point of the region with the highest l k (3), the weight of the largest covering fuzzy point is increased (4) and the core is set to cover this point. Otherwise a new fuzzy point is introduced (5), having the new pattern as its reference (6) . Its initial size is set in®nite. The last step must include shrinking all fuzzy points of con¯icting regions l (e.g. l l 0) if their support-region covers this speci®c pattern (7) . Due to the iterative nature of the algorithm, fuzzy points may be introduced that are too small and will be covered by larger fuzzy points later during training. These fuzzy points can be deleted afterwards, because their weight will remain zero during subsequent epochs. This last step is not shown in Fig. 5 .
After termination of training, which usually takes only 4±6 epochs, the ®nal set of fuzzy points forms a fuzzy graph. Each fuzzy point is associated with one output region and computes a membership value for a certain input pattern. The maximum degree of membership of all fuzzy points for one region determines the overall degree of membership. Fuzzy inference then produces a soft value for the output and using the well-known center-of-gravity method a ®nal crisp output value can be obtained, if so desired.
The two applets 3 and 4 (which can be found under ÔElectronic annexesÕ on www.elsevier.com/ locate/ida) demonstrate the algorithm. Applet 3 shows how rules of two dierent regions are placed in a two-dimensional space, whereas applet 4 allows to construct a fuzzy graph from userde®ned example points in the x-y-space.
Approximation results
To demonstrate the presented approach an arti®cial function was used. Fig. 5 shows the underlying, one-dimensional function and the constructed fuzzy graph after presenting 2000 randomly generated training patterns using an equidistant 10 region output-granularization. Note how fuzzy points cover regions of dierent widths and are only introduced where necessary. On the right the resulting function approximated by the fuzzy graph is shown.
For comparison we include results of two other algorithms [24] and [8] . The grid based approach with a ®xed grid spacing [24] has problems ®nding a reasonable approximation as soon as the approximated function shows extrema that do not ®t onto that grid, as can be seen in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 . An approximation of a fuzzy rule set generated by the algorithm of Wang &Mendel [24] . 10 classes were used for the input and output fuzzi®cation.
Here some peaks of the function lie far from existing rule centers and as a result do not in¯uence the resulting rule set.
The other algorithm [8] uses a¯exible partitioning, by introducing new membership functions at points of maximum error. Allowing a maximum of 10 membership functions for each variable results in an approximation as shown in Fig. 7 . This methodology, however, is extremely sensitive towards outliers in the training data, because new rules are placed at points of maximum error which are often caused by outliers. Especially in the case of noisy datasets this may cause problems.
For many tasks it is of key interest, how well a certain amount of noise can be handled. A series of experiments were conducted with a speci®c amount of noise added to the training data. This was done to demonstrate the eect of noisy training patterns on the generation of fuzzy graphs by the proposed algorithm. Fig. 8 shows two examples. On the top equally distributed noise (0.5) was added to the output value, which is handled very well by the fuzzy graph. On the right the same training data with noise four times bigger (2.0) was used. This time the fuzzy graph fails to tolerate the noise and tries to model the training points with large error resulting in an increasing number of required fuzzy points. The error on the underlying noise-free function stays within a certain range, until the noise reaches a speci®c level. After this point the fuzzy graph starts to model the noisy data points, resulting in an increasing error rate on the test data. An additional indicator for this eect is the exploding number of fuzzy points required to ®t the fuzzy graph to the training points.
This example shows that the resulting fuzzy graph approximates the original function well, with a certain degree of accuracy. The amount of smoothing can be controlled by the output fuzzi®-cation. Using more and ®ner membership functions results in higher precision. In regions containing``noise'' up to a certain amount, the fuzzy graph ignores the oscillations and tends to produce plateaus. Fig. 7 . An approximation of a fuzzy rule set generated by the algorithm of Higgins & Goodman [8] . The algorithm was run until a maximum of 10 classes was used for the input and output fuzzi®cation.
Fuzzy graphs as metamodels
One application where the use of fuzzy graphs can be extremely bene®cial is the automatic construction of models from real systems. In the Section 5.1 we will demonstrate how the proposed methodology can be used to build an auxiliary model (or metamodel, other approaches are discussed in Refs. [4, 10, 14] ) from data generated by simulation experiments with a real-world token bus model. The used token bus system belongs to the class of ®eld bus systems, that is, a special type of communications systems, designed to connect machines and computers in a manufacturing environment. In this section the analysis will mainly focus on the real time facility of the model, that is, its capability to respond to each request within a limited time. To guarantee this property for the given simulation model a fuzzy graph was built using the presented method and its behaviour depending on dierent parameter settings was explored.
The modelled token bus system corresponds to the seven level architecture of the ISO/OSI communication standard. Fig. 9 shows the structure of the system.
Many details like dierent message priorities and the token handling had to be taken into account when modelling the system with a queuing network model. The model was then implemented with a commercially available simulation environment. To illustrate the complexity of the underlying queuing network the internal structure of one module with its interfaces is depicted on the right-hand side of Fig. 10 . Since each station is modelled by four dierent modules the whole model consists of more than two hundred dierent queues and several hundreds connections. The complexity of the internal structure causes a conventional analysis of this model to be extremely time-consuming and complicated. 
Data generation and analysis
Due to the large number of parameters (20 input and 10 output parameters) of the complete model the example analysis presented in this section will focus on one output parameter and a subset of the available inputs. The output of interest is the response time between two master stations. It is desirable that this response time always stays below an upper bound to guarantee that the reaction of the system is always in time. The four following input parameters were chosen while the remaining parameters remained ®xed: · average time for execution (cpu1): describes the performance of the CPU module of station 1, i.e., the average time required to execute one command. This value is varied within 0.1 (fast) and 3.4 (slow). · workload rate (workload): describes the average idle time between two requests, this value is varied within 0.02 (low idle time, high workload) and 1.0 (low workload). Many additional stations communicating over the network will increase the trac on the network. The number of stations was varied in Refs. [1, 15] . Since the construction of the metamodel only depends on the example data these examples have to be representative. For this the planning of simulation experiments must be done carefully. In our application a full factorial design is not possible, therefore we used randomised settings for the input parameters. 350 simulation experiments were performed where the input parameter values were varied randomly within the given intervals. The averaged response time (rt) was measured within (0.088, 9.75). Each simulation experiment was repeated ®ve times with a dierent random number stream of the simulation tool. From these ®ve values the minimum, the maximum, and the average were taken and a triangular target membership function was generated.
With the fuzzy graph approach these four-dimensional data-vectors with their corresponding target membership functions were used for training. Since the main focus of attention were fast responses (i.e. low values of rt) the membership functions for low values are de®ned ®ner than those for bigger values (Fig. 10) . Three series of experiments were performed with two, ®ve and ten membership functions.
Construction of the fuzzy graph required about 10 seconds on a SUN Sparc10 workstation. No training parameters besides the a priori de®nition of the output membership functions had to be considered or tuned. While a simulation run takes about 200 seconds the propagation of a new parameter set through the fuzzy graph is completed within fractions of a second, resulting in an increase in speed of two orders of magnitude. As expected the metamodel can be used for much faster simulation.
To judge the reliability of the complete fuzzy graph metamodel the quality can be analysed by computing the mean relative error of the approximation of the metamodel. For this analysis an independent data set that was not used for building the fuzzy graph, the so-called cross-validation set, was used. The data set of 350 vectors was split into one tenth for testing and nine tenths for building the graph and using each tenth once for testing ten cross-validation runs were performed. The average error on the corresponding test data was 4.4% 1.0% (avg. 32 fuzzy points) with two, 4.1% 1.2% (avg. 59 fuzzy points) with ®ve, and 3.3% 0.9% (avg. 68 fuzzy points) with ten membership functions for the output. This approximation quality is sucient because the primary goal of the presented approach is the extraction of few understandable rules instead of achieving minimal approximation errors.
One of the resulting rule bases from an experiment with two output regions was used for further analysis. In this case the output regions are labelled low (L) and high (H). Since the main focus of analysis were parameter settings, which result in a low response time, rules of region low were investigated. From 29 rules 16 belong to this region and according to the rule weight the most important rule was if cpu1 is hÀY 0X11Y 1X69Y 1X70i and workload is hÀY 0X03Y 0X99Y Ài and trt is hÀY 0X01Y 0X39Y Ài and stations is h4Y 5Y 15Y Ài then rt is low hÀY 0X0Y 0X5Y 1X0i weight : 116
This rule demonstrates how the core always covers a con®dent subset of the support-region. Here, for two parameters, namely workload and trt (target-rotation-time), the core covers the whole range of these parameters. Additionally it is only limited into one direction on the other two parameters, indicated by a support region having ®nite boundaries. The performing time of cpu1 has to be below 1.70 and the number of additional stations above 4. This indicates that a certain amount of computation power together with some background stations guarantees fast responses no matter what settings are chosen for workload and performing time trt. In addition the weight of this rule can be used to judge its reliability. The weight indicates the number of examples that are covered by this rule. In the rule shown above 116 examples fall inside its core region. This means that about 36% of all examples are covered by this rule, indicating a high reliability. Rules with low weight on the other hand might be indicators for outliers, irregularities in the data set or regions of high sensitivity, i.e. regions where small changes of the attributes result in large variations of the output.
Another question of interest is the in¯uence of some parameters considering the output. In this example the above rule indicates that the target-rotation-time trt has no in¯uence on the response time if the CPU is fast (below 1.7) and at least 5 background stations exist because the support of trt is not restricted and the core covers nearly the whole domain of this parameter.
It can also be of interest to ®nd``bad'' examples, i.e. regions where the response time is very high. These indicate parameter settings that should be avoided. For example, the rule with the highest weight for response time rt high was: if cpu1 is h2X70Y 2X71Y 3X39Y Ài and workload is hÀY 0X09Y 0X98Y Ài and trt is h0X13Y 0X14Y 0X39Y Ài and stations is hÀY 1Y 15Y Ài then rt is high h0X5Y 1X0Y 1X0Y Ài weight : 38
This rule indicates that if the CPU is very slow and the target-rotation-time trt is above a certain value the response time is high no matter what workload is considered (represented by background stations and the time between requests). Therefore if the system includes a slow CPU module the target-rotation-time should be set carefully. Since only 85 examples are of region high the weight of 38 is an indication for a high reliability of this rule.
These results illustrate the applicability of the presented approach for metamodelling tasks. The approximation error indicates the reliability of the metamodel and the fuzzy graph can be used for new simulation experiments. In addition the example rules deliver helpful information about dependencies between factors and the output of interest.
Conclusion
In this paper an approach to function approximation using an algorithm that automatically builds a fuzzy graph has been proposed. Construction of the fuzzy graph is done in a fast and ecient way without any need for user interaction, besides de®nition of the output granularization, which enables the user to de®ne foci of attention. Evaluation of new data points is straightforward and the resulting representation is easy to understand. In addition it is possible to use soft targets for training, that is, fuzzy numbers or noisy values. The usage of fuzzy graphs to analyze complex simulation models was demonstrated on a real world token bus example. The presented approach was well suited to quickly and automatically extract an understandable metamodel simply from observations of the model. Therefore the presented approach oers an ecient way to build approximators from training data. In addition the fuzzy graph can be seen as a collection of fuzzy rules, thus oering an understandable representation of the acquired knowledge.
